INTERVIEW TO «PODROBNOSTI» (NEWSPAPER, EKATERINBURG, RUSSIA)
Leonid Andronov: Making music in spite of momentary benefit and public opinion is a
hard way.
January 13 at the 11th annual festival "Old New Rock" in Yekaterinburg will be a
premiere of the movie "29th Kilometer", dedicated to rockers who are never meant to
become stars, will take place.
Author, debutant director Leonid Andronov has spent four and half years working on a
movie which has been mostly financed from his own funds. The cast is not professional
film actors but ex musicians with a true life experience of rocker's difficult path.
At the moment Leonid Andronov is located in the US. Ural's director managed to enroll
into New York Film Academy at the Universal Studios in Los Angeles. Right before
leaving Leonid gave interview special for "Podrobnosti" newspaper.
- Leonid, "29th Kilometer" - is it a documentary or a fiction movie?
- Fiction. To be honest I don't really understand how documentaries are done. However,
when I just started I didn't have any idea how a fiction movies are done either. Now I
can say in four and half years I've learned something.
- Is the movie's goal to share a personal experience of a rock musician or do
something like a research of the reasons why most performers never become
famous?
- Initially of course - sharing personal experience. A thought about such a research has
only became relevant to me in the last several months of work. The initial impulse was
my personal pain which I wanted to share with everyone.
- Pain caused by the fact that guy never got to become stars or there was some
kind of deeper drama involved?
- I was observing lives of people who used to perform and now don't have an
opportunity do make music. For many it's a tragedy. They don't know how to find
themselves in their life, what to do. That's exactly why many faiths get broken. That's
why I wanted to somehow reveal such problem, bring some attention to it.
- And what conclusion did you come to in the years of filming? Why couldn't they
make their dreams come true?
- It's clear that everyone has his own individual reason. The common ones can be
called laziness, not enough of determination or fear. I hope that I managed to achieve
making everyone who watches a movie to indicate a personal problem and thought
about how it could be fixed.
- Many rock musicians also bring out commercialization of music as a problem
when their band mates prefer to make more popular music sacrificing its quality.
- Of course, making good music in spite of momentary benefit and public opinion is
definitely a harder way. On the other hand prolonged failures could become a reason
for a person to consider if he's doing everything right. You can have personality and

talent but for some reason not make it to the end. Many lack strength and
determination. Last months of working on my movie I learned in my own experience
how much do these qualities worth - after all I could quit filming much earlier but I still
managed to make it till the end.
- What are the biggest challenges you've met while working on the movie?
- The most difficult was probably wining over my own self, my own irresponsibility. I had
to constantly learn, overcome misunderstandings of the others, my own stupors. Time
after time I had to overcome new difficulties. It was very hard to do everything on my
own, without any support. In general, the path of beginner director is similar to the path
of beginner musician: you have to learn by yourself, obtain professionalism make things
that can interest others and nobody knows how is it going to work out.
- Was it difficult to work with non-professional actors?
- There were actually no difficulties wit that, you just had to be clear about what you
want. If people feel the story and trust the director there will be no difficulties in working
with them. Often you need actors, even professional ones, to play themselves in the
first place. Fundamental reincarnations - that's a job of a very high level professionals.
- Now, when work on a movie is done, what do you think it can provide people?
Can ordinary people not connected to music business learn something from it?
- We all deal with artistic people at some point. May be this film will help ordinary people
to learn to understand artists. But still this movie is mostly meant for people in some
way creative. And those are the ones who'll most likely find it interesting.
- Since nobody seen the movie before the premiere, could you tell us s little bit
about the plot? Is it a separate stories about musicians or there's one general
plot?
- Of course there is a general plot. There's four young make characters who used to
play in a band ten years ago. The band then broke apart. Their band was in a way their
first love, the environment where they had the purest friendly relationships. People tend
to play in bands like that not as much for music as much for doing things together.
That's why breaking up a band like that often leads to tragedy. Now all the characters
live their own lives, work, but ends up all the brightest sides of their lives have been left
in the past. Every year they meet up and have a Groundhog day in a way - they
remember their band and play their songs again.
- Do they ever break out of the vicious circle?
- No, they don't. That's pretty much what the movie is about. Only one of the characters
manages to break out.
- What are your artistic plans?
- First I'm going to the US to study for a year. I also plan to make a two and half hours
animation film. It's a fairy tail about a girl trying to prevent her parents’ divorce. There's
also a good serious novel that I've been dreaming of making into a movie someday. Of
course I understand that pre production might take years.

